
Working with 
Core Teams





What are core teams?



No one model works in turbulent times



Why core teams?



They are trustworthy 
 

Diverse groups of people are more effective  
 

Learning and work at the centre  
 

Respond to meet the changing needs
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PURPOSE

CORE TEAM
Incubator

Relationships of Trust
Altitude View - Scalable Strategy

Decision Making
   Training 

  Core Team 
as the Caller
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FELLOWSHIP / CIRCLE OF 
SUPPORTERS

Specific Concrete Projects
 as fractals of the central core team - shared 

purpose, circle and triangles of action
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BROADER COMMUNITY
Engagement

Assemblies, Community Actions, Fundraising 
Initiatives, Actions within the community
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International Community of Practice, Connections 

to projects and people of a similar operating systemLearn or Die - 
the Learning Organisation, 
City, Community in the 5th 

Paradigm

This is an image of a 
mature 5th Paradigm 

pattern. It grows like a 
tree - each ring coming 

as it develops.

Structure of
core teams



need a structure - chaordic stepping stones

physical / online hubs

teaching and learning built in
 

explicit process for decision making and conflict

strategies for core team turnover



How do core 
teams function?





passion and responsibility 
 

iterative

regular meeting
 

hub of information and resources 
 

constant capacity building



Conditions for a 
successful 
core team



it breathes 
 

communications and media strategy 
 

paid co-ordinator role  
 

renumeration for participation
 

sponsors, influencers, decision makers fully 
engaged



Stewards
and 
Core Team

Supporters
and
Strategists

Those impacted
and 
participating

Who else?



Reflect the people you are seeking to impact

Clear roles and time commitment

Who is stewarding the DNA?

Important for hosts not to leave too early



Dangers of 
core teams



Being elitist 
 

Action in isolation  
  

Getting ahead of the game  
  

Waiting until we have the right people

Not paying attention to power



"The whole globe is shook up, so what are you 
going to do when things are falling apart? 

You're either going to become 
more fundamentalist and try to hold 

things together, or you're going to forsake the 
old ambitions and goals and live life as 

an experiment, making it up as you go along." 

Pema Chödrön



There’s one 
more to come …


